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HESED: DIVINE OR HUMAN?
THE SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY OF RUTH 2:20
MORDECHAI COHEN

Clarity may be cherished by biblical interpreters; but ambiguity
evokes their ingenuity, generating vibrant debate. Ruth 2:20, a t u r n i n g
p o i n t in t h e tale of two destitute widows who suddenly perceive a silver
lining on their cloudy horizon, vividly illustrates this maxim. Listening
to Ruth's casual r e p o r t of gleaning in the fields of a m a n n a m e d Boaz,
h e r mother-in-law, N a o m i , perceives the i m p o r t of his identity as a
r e d e e m i n g kinsman a n d invokes an a r d e n t benediction, itPN TiV sin *|T13
D'nan nxi D"nn nX n o n 3T» &*?, followed by a successful plan to r e d e e m
h e r family heritage. T h e b e n e d i c t i o n can be translated in the following
way:
(A) Blessed is he to the Lord, who has not abandoned his kindness with
the living and with the dead. 1
I wish to acknowledge a number of individuals for their contributions to this essay,
in particular those who read the manuscript critically: Prof. Richard Steiner, my teacher,
whose course on syntactic ambiguity provided valuable methodology, sources, and the
initial impetus for my research; Prof. Elie Wiesel, whose comments helped clarify
Naomi's ambivalent attitude; Prof. Robert Salters, who aided my research of the early
versions; Prof. Y. Elman, my editor, who shared with me his broad erudition and critical
acumen; and my students, Mrs. Rebecca Allen and Mrs. Shifra Schapiro, whose review
enhanced the substance and style of diis essay. My colleagues Professors Hayim Tawil
and Moshe Sokolow provided useful advice, especially on Arabic passages; and I am
indebted to Prof. Louis Feldman for translating the relevant Greek and Latin sources.
Mr. Zvi Erenyi of the Yeshiva University Library located the rare volumes necessary for
my research.
1
Unless otherwise noted, translations in this essay are my own. Ancient and modern
translators have generally assumed that non is the object of the verb 3T», similar to
I Chron 17:13, 1SS0 TDK (rt 'ion ("I shall not withdraw my kindness from him"). But
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T h e main clause blesses Boaz for his generosity, while die relative
clause celebrates the Lord, invoking o n e of the thirteen divine attributes of mercy, ion nxia ("preserver of kindness"; Ex 34:7). Naomi's
negative formulation, 3JS X1? instead of nsa niPX ("who has preserved"), is
noteworthy, and reflects a fundamental transformation in h e r outlook.
Earlier, when returning to Bethlehem bereft of husband and sons, she
indeed felt that God had forsaken h e r (1:20-21); but upon hearing of
the fortuitous meeting with Boaz, Naomi senses that God, in fact, "has
not abandoned his kindness."
But Naomi's benediction admits another reading. Although the
main clause, 'T\b Xin "jvn, is unambiguous, the relative clause, 3TS? xV "12?X
DTian nxi n"nn nX non, might modify Boaz (sin) rather than the Lord
('H), yielding a second translation.
(B) Blessed to the Lord is he who has not abandoned his kindness with
the living and with the dead.2
According to this reading, Naomi praises Boaz alone for his generosity
in the fields, but says nothing about God, whose providence brought
Ruth there in the first place. T h e pivotal position of this verse, spoken
at the m o m e n t Naomi's despair turns to hope, makes it imperative to
determine whether it radiates religious significance or simple gratitude
for h u m a n kindness. To evaluate these two readings, this essay traces
them in (1) the Jewish exegetical tradition and (2) m o d e r n scholarship.

Prof. Richard Steiner (in an oral communication) argued that non should be taken as
the subject of the verb nil?, as in II Sam 7:15, una TID* sV non ("My kindness shall not
depart from him"), since nN 3iy ("to leave," "to abandon") is a synonym of p ID (qal; "to
depart from"), not p Ton (kifil; "to remove from"). In diat case, nx would be the direct
object marker, indicating D'Hom D"nn as the (compound) object, yielding die translation,
"Blessed is he to die Lord, whose kindness has not left the living or the dead."
1
Reading A takes "die Lord" to be die antecedent (and implied subject) of the
relative clause, whereas reading B makes "he," i.e. Boaz, the antecedent. Reading B, like
reading A, can be modified slightly to accommodate R. Steiner's analysis (see above, n.
1). The syntactic ambiguity of the relative clause is noted in most modern commentaries.
See P. Jouon, Ruth: CommentairePhUologiqueetExegetique (Rome, 1953), 63; E. Campbell,
Anchor Bible: Ruth (New York, 1975), 106, J. M. Sasson, Ruth: A New Translation with a
Philological Commentary and a Formalist-Folklorist Interpretation (Sheffield, 1979.), 60; Y.
Zakovitz, Mikra U-yisrael: Rut 'im mavo wperush (Jerusalem, 1990), 83
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translations, including that of Sa'adia, does not carry this connotation.
For Yephet, n o n 3TS? X^ ("he has not abandoned his kindness") expresses
e n d u r i n g c o m m i t m e n t and loyalty. Naomi praises Boaz for the fact
that his devotion to Elimelekh a n d his sons in their lifetimes was not
discontinued ("abandoned") in their deaths. 1 0
Further in his discussion of this passage, Yephet presents an alternative interpretation of "with the living and with the dead," which, in
a sense, reverses the first.
But it is said also [by others] that it [i.e., n"n7l nx] refers to Elimelekh and
his sons, and its meaning is: WHNl non 3TS? x1? ("He has not abandoned his
kindness and faithfulness")" to them while they were O'Tl ("living") and
[now] when they are D'nn ("dead"), with the meaning that he performed
ion ("kindness") with Naomi for the sake of the DTia ("dead").1*
According to this reading, both "the living" and "the dead" refer to
Elimelekh a n d his sons. T h e "kindness with the living" was during their
lifetime, which leaves " . . . a n d with the dead" to describe Boaz's
generosity to Naomi a n d Ruth, which Yephet construes as loyalty to the
dead. This reading is dubious from a linguistic perspective, since it takes
D'nan nxi O'Vin nx to mean "during their lifetime and in their death,"
which would be expressed in Biblical Hebrew as oni»3i an^ns (see II
Sam 1:23),13 whereas Naomi's words indicate that two distinct groups of
9
Sa'adia's Arabic translation, nV'XD Vs' nh "T?N (see below, nn. 36, 56), is best
rendered, "who has not withheld his kindness," which does not necessarily imply prior
support or protection.
10
Yephet's gratuitous introduction of the word natt togedier with 1DH twice in this
passage (see above, n. 4) is a further indication that he regarded faithfulness as a critical
component of die kindness diat evoked Naomi's praise. Yephet's understanding diat
non 2ty dV ION implies prior kindness is clearly reflected in the Vulgate, which translates
21B «b as praebuerat ("he preserved"; see below, p. 27.
11
See above, n. 4.
12
The Arabic reads: ansa inoxi nun 3t» tb nxwai Vi3i i^a^K 'Vs T13 TttTi xms X'X'X V'pi

.cnaVs VJX p 'as: so ion ^SJD run 'Man n»na nm anrm D"n om
13
Unless one takes DTian Vx mnxi DiP'TU (Koh 9:3) to mean "during dieir lifetime
and afterwards in fheir death." Such a reading, however, avoided by both medieval and
modern commentaries, is unlikely, since die beginning of the sentence, 01KT1 '33 31? Dai
•32^3 mVVim m x^o ("And also the heart of men is filled with evil; and madness is in tiieir
hearts") seems appropriate only for die living, whereas the dead are perceived as being
immune to such afflictions (see e.g., J o b 3:17-19). Instead of modifying die first part
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p e o p l e ("the living" a n d "the dead") a r e recipients of Boaz's k i n d n e s s . u
While o n e can only conjecture what motivated Yephet to r e c o r d such a
problematic reading, it is conceivable that he found it attractive because
it m o s t fully captures the sense of the p h r a s e n o n 3TS7 xV. According to
this reading, Boaz i n d e e d continued his kindness toward the very same
people, while the first r e a d i n g m u s t view this continuity in a looser sense,
applied from o n e g r o u p of p e o p l e to another. 1 5
A

twelfth-century H e b r e w

translation

of Yephet's

commentary,

which differs slightly from the Arabic version, illuminates the implications of Yephet's analysis. 16 T h e Hebrew version reads:
i

asn Vs aw-D'Tin nx nnNUiro "?x TW IN urn' 71 ?x aiw-non aw N1? IU?X IONI
•mi Vxi
mvaa .D'nan am ,nai iVa^x as natri ion nws t r a -o s r i r mrtrnan nxi naxi
.a^nan -rasa ••»»: oy ion new Kin -o

of the sentence and connoting persisting "evil and madness" in die hearts of the dead,
D'nan Vx Vinxi appears to be an independent clause indicating that death brings man's
tormented existence to an end. NJPS thus translates, "while they live; and then—to die
dead," reflecting the views of Sa'adia (Hamesk Megillot, ed. J. Kafih [Jerusalem, 1962]
ad loc ) and Rashi {Mikra'ot Gedolot ad loc). R. Gordis, Koheleth: The Man and His World
(New York, 1968), 301, explains diat "die last phrase (•'•nan in) constitutes a consciously
fragmentary clause—and then off to the dead—which breaks off like life itself."
14
Apart from the fact that n'Tin and DTian mean "die living" and "the dead," this is
also indicated by the fact diat die two nouns are coordinated witii a conjunctive waw
and a second preposition (fix).
15
My student, Mrs. Shifra Schapiro, suggests that Yephet may have also found this
reading appealing because it preserves the chronological order of Boaz's kindness, first
to Elimelekh and his sons, and now to Rudi and Naomi.
lfi
This commentary was mistakenly attributed to Yephet's older Karaite contemporary, Salomon b. Yeruham, under whose name it was published by I. Markon, Livre
d'hommage a la memoire du Dr. Samuel Poznanski (Warsaw, 1927), Hebrew section, 78-96;
English translation in D. R. G. Beattie, Jewish Exegesis of the Book of Ruth (Sheffield,
1977), 47-101. L. Nemoy, "Did Salomon ben Jeroham Compose a Commentary on
Ruth?" Jewish Quarterly Review 39 (1948): 215-16, argues convincingly that this is simply
a Hebrew translation of Yephet He attributes the minor discrepancies between die two
versions to (a) liberties taken by die translator, and (b) possible differences between the
Arabic Vorlage of die Hebrew translation and the extant Arabic MS. See also Beattie,
25-27, who accepts Nemoy's arguments, but retains the attribution to Salomon "as
a convenient method of distinguishing readily between die Hebrew version of the
commentary and die Arabic version."
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And it says, "who has not abandoned his kindness"—this refers either to
God, may his name be blessed, or it may refer to Boaz.
And it says "with the living"—this refers to Naomi and Ruth.
And it says "and with the dead"—this indicates that Boaz performed
"kindness and truth" with Elimelekh and his sons, and they are "the
dead," with the meaning that17 he performed kindness with Naomi for
the sake of the dead.18
The Hebrew, like the Arabic, begins by noting the syntactic ambiguity
and elaborating only on reading B. But the translator took liberties
with the commentary on D'non nxi B"nn nx, making three significant
changes: (1) T h e inference that "Boaz performed 'kindness and truuY
with Elimelekh and his sons" is derived from the words D^nnn nx, not
non 3TS7 xV 1U7X. (2) T h e Hebrew omits the alternative reading that nx
D'nnn nxi a^nn means "during their lifetime and in their death"; and
(3) it appends Yephet's final comment, " . . . that he dealt kindly with
Naomi for the sake of the dead," to the first reading, whereas in the
Arabic it relates to the second. 1 9
Due to these changes, the Hebrew actually presents a new reading,
which may reflect the translator's own thought. Following Yephet's first
reading, the Hebrew identifies "the living" as Naomi and Ruth, and
"the dead" as Elimelekh and his sons. But by inferring the "kindness
with Elimelekh and his sons" from the phrase DTS-an nx radrer dian
from n o n 3TJ7 XV "itt?X, it avoids the necessity of positing Boaz's prior acts
of kindness. Hence, the translator adds that his "kindness toward the
dead" merely implies that he "dealt kindly with Naomi for the sake of
17
The Hebrew 'D m»»3 is an Arabism {\s 'jyaa); see E. Ben Yehuda, Millon ka-lashon
ha-'wnt ha-yeshana ve-ha-hadasha (New York, 1960), 3188, s.v. nara
18
Hebrew in Markon, 88; English my own, cf. Beattie, 69.
19
It is possible that the translator, or a later copyist, simply omitted die alternative
reading, but failed to realize that it includes this final comment, which should have
been omitted as well. According to this hypothesis, the translator or copyist erred by
mistaking D^naVx (= D'non) in the first reading for D^na Dm (= DTiB Dm) in die second, which
immediately precedes JK 'ivaa. But a different dieory would audienticate the Hebrew
version as a reflection of Yephet's own analysis. Perhaps the Vorlage of the Hebrew was
Yephet's original text, to which a copyist added the second reading ("But it is said also
[by others] diat . . . ") appearing in die Arabic MS. The second reading was originally
written in die margin, and later inserted into die text as a second gloss on the words nx
Q'Tin, interrupting the first reading as represented in the Hebrew version
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the dead." In other words, a single act, Boaz's recent generosity to Ruth
and Naomi, represents kindness both toward the living a n d toward the
dead. 2 0 Unlike Yephet's Arabic, then, the Hebrew takes non 3T» X1? "itfX
in the looser sense of "who has not failed in his kindness."
Abraham Ibn Ezra. Whereas Yephet kept botfi syntactic options
open, Ibn Ezra (1089-1164) definitively asserts that the relative clause
modifies Boaz, not God. It has been noted that Ibn Ezra's commentary
on Ruth in general manifests Yephet's influence; 21 and indeed, Yephet's
thorough analysis was his point of departure here.
,ir>n usiu? >a rai •f?D,Vx us nVnna ion TWV "o msV-HDn aw «*? mpx 'n *yra
j a n 'ay]-B"nn
"Blessed is [he to] God,22 who has not abandoned his kindness"—this is
evidence that he had performed kindness beforehand toward Elimelekh
and his sons, for he was a chieftain.23
" . . . the living"—Naomi and Ruth.24
This amounts to a partial Hebrew translation of Yephet, m o r e faithful,
in fact, than the actual Hebrew version of Yephet's commentary, since
it infers from non 3TJ? x^ "IB7X that Boaz had been kind to Elimelekh in

20
The Hebrew ion nw» vra ("Boaz performed kindness") is simple perfect, not
pluperfect ("Boaz had performed kindness"); cf. Ibn Ezra's formulation, ion r\VV wia
itomtt, cited below. Yephet's Arabic ion ^S7D ip isa seems to indicate die pluperfect,
aldiough die prefix 1j? can be construed odierwise; see W. Wright, A Grammar of the
Arabic Language {New York, 1967), 11:3-5.
21
See Schorstein, 5, Beattie, 37.
22
It is surprising that this indpit omits the crucial words, V Kin . . . , leaving 7| 7113
non 3TS (tV IPX, which would imply that God is the subject of the relative clause (see
discussion of the Peshitta, below) But this is clearly not Ibn Ezra's view, as indicated
by his commentary on diis verse. It is likely that the laconic incipit is the result of a
copyist's error.
23
Biblical Hebrew (BH) BD1E? has a more general connotation than English "judge";
see NJPS on Ruth I T ; Brown-Driver-Briggs, Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old
Testament (BDB), s.v. USEJ.
24
Hebrew from Mikra'ot Gedolot; English my own; cf. Beattie, 140.
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the past.25 But by omitting Yephet's deliberation over the syntactic ambiguity, I b n Ezra uses his predecessor's language selectively to indicate
r e a d i n g B, 2 6 which he s u p p o r t s with the rabbinic tradition that Boaz
"was a chieftain," a n d was thus in a position to have assisted Elimelekh. 2 7
Perhaps because r e a d i n g B d e p e n d s u p o n information n o t m e n t i o n e d
elsewhere in Scripture, Yephet equivocated, a n d cited reading A as
an alternative. But Ibn Ezra, e m b r a c i n g the rabbinic tradition that a
Karaite like Yephet ignored, c o m m i t t e d himself to reading B. 2 8
Raski. Like Ibn Ezra, Rashi (1040-1105) chooses only o n e reading;
b u t his language suggests that he attributes religious significance to
Naomi's words by making G o d the a n t e c e d e n t of die relative clause.
I n d e p e n d e n t , of course, of Yephet's influence, Rashi introduces a f r e s h
perspective in his c o m m e n t a r y .
•'nan »anx3 ^sun a"nn nx oansai jnp-o,»nan nxi D"nn nx
"With the living and with the dead"—that he feeds and supports "the
living" and attends to the needs of "the dead."29
25
Ibn Ezra understood Yephet's Arabic ion V»D 7j? 1SJ3 as a pluperfect and clearly
rendered it as such in Hebrew (nV'nns ion TOir TS3), in contrast to die translation of
Yephet's commentary, which reads, ton ntPS t»l3 (see above, n. 20).
26
Not surprisingly, he omits the alternative reading of O'nan nxi D"nn nx, discouraged,
no doubt, by the linguistic difficulties it entails.
27
The view of die Rabbis (b. Bava Batra 91a), who identify Boaz as die Bedilehem
chieftain Ivzan (Judg 12:8), is originally cited by Ibn Ezra at the first mention of Boaz
(Ruth 2:1).
28
Despite his professed deference to the Rabbis and criticism of the Karaites for lack
thereof, Ibn Ezra's attitude toward rabbinic exegesis was complex. See his introductions
to die Pentateuch and Lamentations; see also U. Simon, "Avraham Ibn 'Ezra," in
Parskanut ka-mikra ha-yehudit: pirkei mavo, ed. M. Greenberg (Jerusalem, 1983), 51-52.
It is notewordiy diat Ibn Ezra cites rabbinic tradition here, since he normally refrains
from relying on midrashic views without scriptural basis; and he might have been able
to support reading B using die biblical depiction of Boaz as "a man of substance" (E>'X
V*n TO"1:!; Ruth 2.1). Perhaps Ibn Ezra was motivated, if only subconsciously, by polemical
considerations. Setting himself apart from Yephet, he undermines die Karaite ideology
by demonstrating that the Rabbis' historical tradition agrees witii the implications of
the plain sense of Scripture, identified by Yephet himself.
29
Hebrew in Mikra'ot Gedolot; English my own; cf. Beattie, 107. This comment, a
paraphrase of Ruth Rabbah (see below), does not appear in early printed editions of
Rashi, nor in some early MSS. Some scholars believe diat fhis situation, common in
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U n c o n c e r n e d with syntactic analysis, Rashi defines the kindness celeb r a t e d by N a o m i widiout explicitly identifying the antecedent of the
relative clause. Yet he seems to have assumed reading A, since his
formulation, a"nn nx DIIDDI ]W, echoes 731? o n s m ]T V X xin '3 ("for H e is
a God that feeds a n d supports all [beings]") from Birkat ha-Mazon (Grace
After Meals), a praise of God's kindness. By identifying the "kindness
. . . with the dead" as "attending to the needs of the dead," Rashi also
seems to reflect reading A, since it is unreasonable to assume that Boaz
was involved with die burial of Elimelekh and his sons, 3 0 whereas G o d ' s
acts of kindness, according to rabbinic tradition, include "burying the
dead" (b.Sota 14a). 31
Much as Ibn Ezra borrows from Yephet, Rashi derives his c o m m e n t
from Ruth Kabbah on this verse:
jmsnann ana VsBJtp-crnan nxi .a"n nx DJIDI ]m
. . . who fed and supported the living.
"And with the dead"—who attended to their burial shrouds.32

Rashi's Pentateuch commentary, strongly indicates a later copyist's addition, aldiough
tiieir conclusion has been disputed; see A. Grossman, Hakhemei Zarefat ha-Rishonim
(Jerusalem, 1995), 184-93; see also B. Y. Levy, "Rashi's Commentary on the Book of
Samuel: Critical Edition and Supercommentary" (Ph.D. dissertation, Yeshiva University;
New York, 1987). Even if tiiis comment is not audientically Rashi's, it can be said to
represent a medieval exegeucal stance based on midrashic tradition.
30
See below, n. 33.
31
An important aspect of reading A becomes apparent when we compare Rashi
widi reading B as presented by Yephet and Ibn Ezra. The main clause, "rh Kin 7113,
clearly celebrates Boaz. Reading B makes him die subject of die relative clause as well,
which thus amounts to an explanation for die main clause: Boaz is blessed because he
acted kindly "with the living and . . dead." Since Naomi must enumerate Boaz's kind
acts precisely to establish his praiseworthiness, specificity characterizes the analysis of
Yephet and Ibn Ezra, who identify "the living" and "the dead" as specific individuals
toward whom Boaz acted kindly at specific times. But reading A makes die relative
clause an incidental tribute to God, which need not be taken as anydiing more dian a
general praise for His beneficence toward all beings. Hence, Rashi does not identify
Rutii and Naomi in particular as "the living," nor Elimelekh and his sons as "die dead."
32
Ruth Rabbah 5.10. For variants and notes, see M. B. Lerner, Aggadat Rut u-midrash
Rut Rabba (Ph.D. dissertation, Hebrew University; Jerusalem, 1971) 1:142, 11:50. Ruth
Rabbah in its current form may have been composed as late as the eleventh century, but
is generally believed to contain ancient rabbinic traditions (Beattie, 21).
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Rashi a p p a r e n d y took this to be an ancient p r e c e d e n t for reading A,
which he modified by substituting the participle, Dnsai JT, for the past
tense, M"i51 JT, in o r d e r to highlight the parallel with Birkat ha-Mazon.
He also e x c h a n g e d the specific, concrete formulation, "who a t t e n d e d
to their burial shrouds," with the m o r e comprehensive, intangible o n e ,
"who attends to the n e e d s of the dead," which better befits G o d ' s
kindness. 3 3
Ancient Translations
After tracing readings A a n d B in the medieval tradition, we examine
four ancient translations: the T a r g u m (Aramaic), Septuagint (Greek),
Vulgate (Latin), a n d Peshitta (Syriac). Of these, only the T a r g u m can
claim absolute Jewish provenance, since the Septuagint a n d Peshitta,
while p e r h a p s written by Jews, were transmitted a n d modified by the
Church, a n d the Vulgate was p e n n e d by J e r o m e . 3 4 Nonetheless, all
i n c o r p o r a t e ancient Jewish traditions, a n d must be considered in an
a t t e m p t to delineate the history of Jewish interpretation of Ruth 2:20.
T h e T a r g u m indicates neither reading A n o r B, since it simply
r e p r o d u c e s the ambiguous Hebrew.

33
Theoretically, diese "revisions" might simply reflect a variant midrashic text Rashi
used; we note, however, diat none of die variants cited by L e m e r matches his language.
Aldiough Rashi's understanding of Ruth Rabbah is plausible, his revisions point to die
fact that die existing text also admits reading B, as some commentators have noted (see
Lemer, 11:50). As opposed to ortDai |t, which implies continual support, 03191 |1 (past
tense), one might argue, indicates specific acts of kindness more befitting a human agent.
It might also be considered surprising that die Rabbis would speak of God providing
burial shrouds. This perhaps motivated L. Rabinowitz, Midrash Rabbah: Ruth (London,
1961), 69, to infer that, according to the Midrash, Boaz purchased burial shrouds for
Elimelekh and his sons. But Beattie (177) observes die difficulty in suggesting diat
"Boaz might have paid for die shrouds which were made . . . presumably in Moab" (see
also below, n. 54). Nor is die notion of God providing burial shrouds truly foreign to
rabbinic thinking, since b.Sota 14a, which depicts God "burying die dead" (OTto 13lp),
also speaks of Him "dressing the naked" (D'BTlS ura^D).
34
On the origin and Jewish traditions reflected in die Septuagint and Vulgate, see
B. Roberts, The Old Testament Text and Versions (Cardiff, 1951), 101-119; 247-258. On
die Peshitta, see Y. Maori, The Peshitta Version of the Pentateuch and Early Jewish Exegesis
[Hebrew] (Jerusalem, 1995). The Old Latin, on the odier hand (cited below), does not
reflect substantial Jewish influence (Roberts, 237-246).
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X'na D»I x'n oy rrma-nj paw XVT TH sump msa xin "paa
Blessed is he from the holy mouth of the Lord, who has not abandoned
his kindness with the living and with the dead.35

Because Aramaic abl is an exact translation of Hebrew X^ "IIPX, the
T a r g u m is o p e n to the same interpretations as the original. 3 6
But die Septuagint is m o r e helpful, since it does n o t r e n d e r "itPX
simply as a relative p r o n o u n ("who").
EuXovr|T6<; EOTIV rto Kupitp, on OUK EYKCrreXiTTEv TO £Xeot; COJTOU UETO z&v
Cwvrwv Kal uera rwv T£&VT|K6TWV.
Blessed is he to the Lord, because (6n) he has not abandoned (lit. "left
behind") his mercy with the living and with the dead. 37

35
Text of Targum from E. Levine, The Aramaic Version of Ruth (Rome, 1973), 31; on
die addition "from the Holy mouth of the Lord," see Levine, 83.
36
As noted above (n. 3), this ambiguity cannot be reflected in a single English
translation. Yephet's Arabic translation (cited above, p. 13), also preserves die ambiguity
of die Hebrew, which is not surprising, since he viewed readings A and B as viable
alternatives. Sa'adia's Arabic likewise preserves the ambiguity: V'3* nb ,"T^X nVV K31X38 ]1V
'niD^Ki KTTJX p n^'SB ("Blessed be he to die Lord, who has not withheld his kindness
from the living and from die dead") Sa'adia's translation (see H. Malter, Saadia
Gaon: His Life and Works [New York, 1926], 323-24) appears in M. Peritz, "Zwei alte
arabische Ubersetzungen des Buches Ruth," Monatsschriftfur Geschichte und Wissenschaft
des Judentums 43 (1899): 215, reprinted in J. Kafih, Hamesh Megillot (Jerusalem, 1962),
145. Compare V3' rh here with Sa'adia's translation of Ps 40:12 ,)0D "pm K^Dn sb ("Do
not widihold your mercy from me") as "piarn p 'I'V'sn DV. Despite die clear phonetic
connection, diis translation is surprising since Ar. _^> (fourth form) means "to empty"
or "to deplete," while Heb. KVD in tiiis context means "to withhold." Y. Ratzaby, Ozar
ha-lashon ha-'Aravit be-tafsir R. Sa'adia Ga'on (Ramat Gan, 1985), 62, conjectures diat
Sa'adia viewed die two roots as cognates and employs Ji- here in the (admittedly rare)
sense of "to widihold." Kafih on Ps 40.12, on die other hand, explains diat Sa'adia
(poetically?) speaks of God "depleting" His kindness toward David (perhaps akin to
die notion diat divine kindness based on "merit of die fathers" [man ni3T] is depletable
[bSkabbat 55a]). And, in fact, in his commentary on Gen 23:1, Sa'adia (surprisingly)
associates die Hebrew roots jtta ("to widihold") and n^a ("to deplete"); see M. Zucker,
Peirushei Rav Sa'adia Ga'on li-Bereiskit (New York, 1984), 145.
37

Greek text from A. Rahlf s ed. (Stuttgart, 1935).
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Translating "IIPX as the causal particle o n ("since, because") makes the
relative clause a justification of that which is stated in die main clause. 38
Since the main clause states that Boaz is blessed a n d predicates nouSing
of God, the relative clause must explain why Boaz is blessed, reflecting
reading B. 3 9
This becomes clearer in the Vulgate, which also employs the causal
particle (quoniam, equivalent to Greek on).
Benedictus sit a Domino quoniam eandem gratiam quam praebuerat vivis
servavit et mortuis.
May he be blessed by the Lord, because the same grace which he had
shown to the living he preserved also to the dead.40
Using the subjunctive ("May he be blessed"), the Latin construes the
main clause as a prayer that God bless Boaz. Naomi justifies this prayer
in die quoniam clause, in which, by relating Boaz's steadfast kindness,
she indicates what, in her view, makes him worthy of being blessed.
An entirely different approach, which reflects an ancient precedent
for reading A, appears in the Peshitta.
38

On "ws as a causal particle, see Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, trans. A. E. Cowley

(Oxford, 1909), 492. Unlike a relative clause, which generally modifies a specific noun, a
causal clause is a sentence modifier, hence, the clause "because he has not abandoned"
must modify that which is predicated in the main clause.
39
Surprisingly, Campbell, Anchor Bible, 106, fails to observe this decisive factor in die
Greek, although he does mention that Boaz is probably die antecedent of die relative
clause, since the Septuagint "usually adds a name when a change of subject occurs."
40
My tiianks to Prof. Moshe J. Bernstein for tills translation. Interestingly, the
Latin formulation, "the same grace which he had shown to die living he preserved
also to the dead," indicating praise for Boaz's continuous kindness, is a precedent for
Yephet's assumption that the phrase Hon 311 K1?, taken in its strongest sense ("he has
not abandoned his kindness"), implies Boaz's earlier acts of kindness. The Vulgate, in
fact, adopts Yephet's alternative reading, which takes D'nan nxi Q"nn nx to mean "in
their lifetime and in their death." The "grace which he had shown to the living," die
Latin equivalent of D"nn nx Hon, was in the remote past, when Elimelekh was alive. The
kindness "he preserved also to the dead," the Latin rendering of D'nan nxi, dius refers
to Boaz's recent generosity, which can be construed as "kindness . . . with the dead"
because, as Yephet explains, "he performed ion with Naomi for the sake of die D'na."
(On this basis, one might even conjecture that the anonymous alternative reading cited
by Yephet actually originated from the Vulgate.)
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.xTia p i x'n p men n2i?x x^n una in 71a
Blessed is the Lord, who has not removed his kindness from the living
and from the dead.41

Since Boaz is not m e n t i o n e d in the main clause, "the Lord" must be the
subject of the relative clause. But the most striking feature of the Peshitta
is its r e n d e r i n g of 'nV Xin 7 m as "Blessed is the Lord," a translation
unfaithful to the Masoretic Text (MT). Although some scholars assume
that the Peshitta's Vorlage differed from the MT and actually r e a d 1113
*H xm, 42 it is conceivable that the Syriac translator himself took liberties
in translating the MT. 4 3 To begin with, the Peshitta, which typically
41
This and other citations of Peshitta on Ruth are from A Hubsch, Die FunfMegilloth
nebst dem syrischen Tkargum gennant Peschitto (Prague, 1866). The anonymous medieval
Arabic translation in the Walton Polyglot, Biblia Sacra Polyglotta (London, 1655) reads
similarly: nxiax'jxi x'nx^x jy nnam «px* DV "T^K n ^ s -pxan ("Blessed be the Lord, who has
not removed his kindness from the living and from die dead"); this, however, cannot be
considered a separate source, since it is translated from the Peshitta, not the Hebrew text
(Roberts, 269). On die other hand, independent corroboration seems to be provided
by the Old Latin (OL) version: Benedictus est dominus qui non derelinquid misencordiam
suam cum uibis et cum mortuis ("Blessed is die Lord, who has not abandoned his kindness
witii the living and widi die dead"); Vetus Latina-Rut: estudio critico de la version Latina
prejeronomiana del hbro de Rut, ed. J. C. Ortiz de Urbina [Madrid 1965], 42-43), on die
implications of this consensus, see die following note. Yet some scholars conjecture that
die OL itself was influenced by the Peshitta (Roberts, 239), a view supported by diis
example.
43
Adopting this view, BHK also cites die OL (see n. 41) and a single Hebrew MS
that actually reads tl Sin ~\\~a (J. B. de Rossi, Variae lectionis Veteris Testamenti [Parma,
1784-88], 11:236).
43
It is now recognized that discrepancies between ancient versions and die MT may
reflect exegesis rather dian a variant text, particularly in versions that otherwise appear
to be free paraphrase rather than literal translation, a trait noted in die Peshitta on
Ruth (Roberts, 221). See Y. Maori, "Methodological Criteria for Distinguishing Between
Variant Vorlage and Exegesis in die Peshitta Pentateuch," in P B. Dirksen and A. Van
Der Kooy, eds., The Peshitta as a Translation (Leiden, 1995), 103-20 Adopting tiiis
approach to our verse, Zakovitz, Miqra le-Yisrael, 83, cites the Peshitta, OL, and even de
Rossi's Hebrew MS, as those who "interpret diese words as referring to 'die Lord"' (TOTS
'n >l? i"?N wbo; emphasis added). OL in particular, it has been suggested, "must be used
circumspecdy for Masoretic textual criticism" (Roberts, 242), which (given the possible
exegetical moUvations discussed below) might explain why BHK omits reference to
OL (unlike earlier BHK; preceding note), although it does cite Peshitta and de Rossi's
Hebrew MS to suggest a variant text.
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harmonizes similar biblical verses, 4 4 was evidently influenced by the
parallel in G e n 24:27, said by A b r a h a m ' s servant:
.'irm os?a waxi non an? x1? nu?x arras mix 'nVx 'n -p-a
Blessed is the Lord, God of my master Abraham, who has not wimdrawn
his k i n d n e s s a n d t r u m from 4 5 m y master. 4 0
T h e Peshitta may have also b e e n motivated by exegetical considerations,
making two assumptions attested separately elsewhere in the exegetical
tradition: (1) "the L o r d " is t h e subject of the relative clause (Rashi,
following Ruth Rabbah); (2) the relative clause is ^justification of Naomi's
benediction (Septuagint a n d Vulgate). 4 7 Combined, these two premises
require that "the L o r d " be the recipient of the benediction in the main
clause. 48
44
See Maori, Peshitta and Jewish Exegesis, 37-40. On this tendency in the Aramaic
Targumim, see M Klein, "Associative and Complementary Translation in the Targumim," Eretz Israel 16 (1982): 134*-140* (my dianks to Prof. Richard Steiner for this
reference).
45
The preposition •»» ("from," instead of ns ["with"] in Ruth 2:20) precludes
translating 3l» into proper English as "abandoned," since one does not "abandon
kindness" from someone else. The verb anr is thus translated here as "withdraw."
46
The Peshitta there translates, p nnrcipi nTna'B xVa XVT omax *iaT nnVx x n a in r n a
'na ("Blessed is die Lord, God of my master Abraham, who has not witiiheld his kindness
and truth from my master"; C. Heller ed., Peshitta on Genesis [Berlin, 1927]). The main
clause is rendered identically in both verses as x'na in "ya, aldiough non aw x1? -ra>x is
translated differently, perhaps a result of the multiple authorship of the Peshitta on
different biblical books (see Roberts, 221). The claim here is that die translator of Ruth
2:20 was influenced by the Hebrew of Gen 24'27. While equating 'n^ xin "pia and 'n -pna
is dubious, it is reasonable to assume diat the non ST» xV "TOX, functions identically—as
a praise of God—in both verses, a point raised in modern scholarship, and perhaps
adumbrated by Sa'adia (see below, p. 29).
47
The Syriac translator may have made tiiese assumptions independently, or been
influenced by die Septuagint and Midrash, which he often used. See Maori, Peshitta and
Jewish Exegesis.
48
Hiibsch reflects diis reasoning in his comment here (jnaV »*p x'rtt' Tiasa p o n n
n"3j?n Vs? xVx ,'iai 3IS X1? UPS). The Peshitta adopts a similar approach on I Sam 15:13,
'H " m nx 'nia^n 'nV nnx -pm ("Blessed are you to the Lord; I have fulfilled the word of
the Lord"), in which the connection between the independent clauses is not entirely
clear. (Abarbanel ad loc. argues diat "I have fulfilled die word of the Lord" justifies
Saul's praise for Samuel, who communicated God's word to Saul, whereas Joseph Qara
suggests that the "benediction" is merely a formal greeting introducing the subsequent
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2. Modern Scholarship
Does Naomi praise God or Boaz in her words n o n 2T1? X^ "KPX?
The exegetical tradition hardly resolves this matter, since the Peshitta
and Rashi (following Ruth Rabbah) adopt reading A; the Septuagint,
Vulgate, and Ibn Ezra adopt reading B; while Yephet equivocates,
recognizing both as valid possibilities. The debate continues in modern scholarship, which occasionally retraces earlier arguments, but
otherwise contributes greatly to the analysis of Naomi's benediction
by addressing its ambiguity more scientifically, citing evidence from
within the text of Ruth and elsewhere in Scripture.
Implications of the Phrase non aw xV
T h e immediate context of Ruth 2:20 supports reading B, since (1)
Boaz had just exhibited generosity in the fields, (2) Naomi confers
her benediction ('nV xin "]m) upon him, and (3) he is discussed in
the next verse as a potential "redeemer." Yet a wider perspective of
Ruth, advocated by P. Joiion, invites reading A, since Naomi had earlier
viewed God as a source of anguish, saying, "The Lord's h a n d has struck
out against me. . . . Shaddai has made my lot very bitter . . . and has
brought misfortune upon me" (1:13, 20-21). This attitude is reversed,
Joiion argues, when Naomi perceives the beneficent hand of God in the
chance encounter that created a possibility for redeeming her family
lineage. 49

phrase, which was Saul's actual message to Samuel) The Peshitta, which reads X'na "pa
nains O'pxi ("Blessed is die Lord, who has established His word"), resolves die dilemma
by doing violence to the Hebrew, construing it as if the Vorlage were D*j?n nipx "n 7113
van nx. (Following the Peshitta, the Arabic version in die Walton Polyglot [see above,
n. 41] reads nVij? j?j?n •"T^x ai^x vixan ["Blessed be the Almighty, who has established
His word"].) As in Rudi 2:20. the Peshitta turns the first phrase into a benediction
of God, and makes die second a justification of the benediction. Given the drastic
discrepancy between the Syriac and Hebrew on I Sam 15:13, and die lack of other
textual evidence of variation from die MT, it seems clear diat tiiis example reflects the
Peshitta's conscious divergence from the Hebrew on the basis of an exegetical stance.
(It is thus not surprising that even BHK/S do not cite die Peshitta as a variant from the
MT.)
49
Joiion, Ruth, 63; see above, p. 11.
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T h e very words non 2TS? xV discussed by Ibn Ezra, the staunch
medieval advocate of reading B, bring Joiion to support reading A.
"One cannot say," he argues, "that Boaz had preserved his kindness
toward Naomi, and certainly not toward Ruth, whom he did not know,
nor toward Elimelekh and his sons." 5 0 Like die Vulgate, Yephet, and
Ibn Ezra, Joiion takes n o n an? xV in its strongest sense, "[he] hs& preserved
his kindness," which credits the subject of the phrase with prior hesed.
But unlike his predecessors, Joiion infers that fhis points to God, whose
record of prior beneficence is beyond question. Naomi now recognizes
that G o d h a d never, in fact, abandoned her entirely, and regards this
display of providence as a continuation of His earlier kindness, which she
had failed to perceive. Boaz's prior kindness toward Naomi, Elimelekh,
and their sons, on the other hand, is unattested; and he could not have
previously acted kindly toward Ruth, whom he did not know until this
point.
Although Joiion's reading is literarily sound and religiously profound, the evidence he marshals is not decisive. To begin with, if Boaz's
prior kindness toward Naomi, Elimelekh, and his sons is established, we
could regard Ruth as its (indirect) beneficiary as part of their family. 51
The critical problem, then, is the absence of any independent biblical
record of Boaz's prior kindness; but even this can be resolved if one
assumes, as Yephet a n d Ibn Ezra did, that it can legitimately be inferred
from Ruth 2:20 alone.

50
"On ne peut pas dire que Boaz ait garde sa bonte envers Noemi et surtout envers Ruth
qu 'il ne conaissait pas, ni envers Elimelek et sesfils" (ibid.).
51
Compare Ibn Ezra's rule that "Scripture speaks only about the majority" (13T x^
arm bv ox *a ainan; commentary on Gen 46:27), which allows a generalization to ignore
an exception. We should note that the medieval exegetes actually answer this criticism
differendy. Adopting the understanding reflected in the Vulgate ("the same grace which
he had shown to die living he preserved also to the dead"), they take the words "who
has not abandoned his kindness with the living and with the dead" to mean diat Boaz's
recent kindness toward (1) Naomi and Ruth is an extension of his kindness in the past
with (2) Elimelekh and his sons alone. But Jouon assumes that the kindness toward both
groups, i.e., Naomi, Ruth, Elimelekh, and his sons, is said to have continued from the
past into the present.
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Hesed in Scripture
Rejecting Joiion's God-centered reading, N. Glueck observes that
nowhere else in Scripture is God said to direct hesed toward the dead,
which conforms with the biblical perception that the dead are devoid of
any relationship with God. 5 2 On the other hand, h u m a n beings are said
to perform hesed toward the dead, for example, in Ruth 1:8, D3DS? 'n IPS'
'•ram Ernon ov orvtw "iiPXD ion ("May the Lord perform kindness with you,
as you have done with the dead and with me"), where Naomi praises
her daughters-in-law for their kindness toward herself and the dead. 5 3
The parallel between this verse and 2:20, both uttered by Naomi, is
noteworthy. In 1:8 Naomi describes kindness "with the dead a n d with
me," i.e., herself; in 2:20, Ruth is appended to Naomi, yielding "with
the living"—i.e., Naomi and Ruth—"and with the dead." 5 4 In 1:8, the
kindness was performed by human agents; Glueck thus reasons that
in 2:20, as well, a human agent, i.e., Boaz, must have performed the
kindness "with the living and with the dead."
But Ruth 1:8 does not conclusively rule out reading A; in fact, it may
even suggest that reading. The phrase ion DDDi? '.n t!W» is a prayer that
God will reciprocate with His own kindness toward Ruth (and Orpah)
for their kindness. It is thus conceivable that 2:20 represents Naomi's
acknowledgment that God has fulfilled her prayer that kindness be
d o n e to Ruth, who now, as a source of divine beneficence, brings
h o p e to Naomi herself, and die legacy of her deceased husband and
53
See, e.g., Is 38:11, 18; Ps 6:6, 88:12. Hesed in the Bible, trans, A. Gottschalk
(Cincinnati, 1967), 40-42.
53
See also II Sam 2:5, referring to the burial of Saul, and Gen 47:29,Jacob's request
that Joseph bury him in Canaan.
54
Ruth Rabbah also highlights this parallel, since the gloss on 2:20 (cited above, p.
20) echoes a similar one on 1:8, which reads: n»»l .ffipaiana ana Dn^DTO - o'nan DS?
p m a i r o a rb nn'UP - ( " . . . with the dead-fhat you tended to their bunal shrouds."
"and with m e - t h a t they absolved her of their marriage settlement" [Ruth Rabbah, 2:14;
Lerner, 1:68].)
But rather than drawing Glueck's conclusion, the Midrash can be said to demonstrate
a connection between divine and human kindness. Naomi later praises God as He "who
attended to . . . burial shrouds," precisely the acuons performed by her daughters-in-law,
indicating that their behavior reflected a divine quality. (Claiming, instead, diat Ruth
Rabbah on 2:20 credits Boaz with purchasing burial shrouds for Elimelekh and his sons
[see above, n. 33] leads to a contradiction between these two midrashic sources.)
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children. N o r is the a r g u m e n t from the lack of divine ion toward the
dead elsewhere in Scripture conclusive, since, as Glueck himself admits,
Ruth 2:20 could be taken as the biblical source for this concept, which
surfaces in the rabbinic tradition that credits God with "burying the
dead." 5 5
Syntax of the Formula 'r6 XW *|na
T h e most compelling evidence for either reading of Ruth 2:20
derives from other biblical verses that manifest similar language and
structure. To support reading A, Joiion cites Gen 24:27, TlV'X 71 "pia
*anx QS?D maxi n o n artf xV *WK OTTOX T H X ("Blessed is the Lord, God
of my master Abraham, who has not withdrawn his true kindness
from my master"), said by Abraham's servant, the verse that evidently
influenced the Peshitta, as mentioned above. 56 The benediction 711112
in the main clause there allows for only o n e antecedent of the relative
clause, namely 71, which would seem to demonstrate that 71 is also die
antecedent of Naomi's relative clause.
Yet this parallel is inconclusive precisely because of the difference in
construction that makes Gen 24:27 unambiguous. God is the recipient
of the benediction 71 *jna, whereas Th xin yra bestows a benediction
upon Boaz. If the phrase non 2TS7 xV IIPX always modifies God, then
it functions differently in the two verses. In Gen 24:27 it serves to
justify the benediction in the main clause; God is praised because of His
kindness to Abraham. But in Ruth 2:20, reading A makes the relative
clause an incidental praise to God, rather than an explanation for die
benediction—of Boaz—in the main clause. More compelling proof for
55

See above, p. 20.
56
Jouon, 64; see also Campbell, 106. Sa'adia may have also believed that Ruth 2:20
can be interpreted in light of Gen 24:27, since he translates the words non 3117 xV "WX
identically in both (as observed by S. Poznanski, Zeitschnftfur hebraeische Biblwgraphie TV
[1900]: 167). His translation of Ruth 2:20 appears above, n. 36; his translation of Gen
24:27 reads: 'xVia pa naxDnxi nVxn Vy DV -<"ftti D'max '•xVia nxVx nV?x -yuan ("Blessed be
the Lord, God of my master Abraham, who has not withheld his kindness and goodness
from my master"; J. Derenbourg, Oeuvres completes deR. Saadia ben Iosefal-Fayyoumi [Paris,
1893], 35.) Yephet, on the other hand, does not treat the relative clause identically;
on Gen 24:27 he translates: O'mas <wi»«9 T3S p nruxaxi n W s 3"D' ai "iVx ("who has
not abandoned his kindness and faithfulness from my master Abraham"; MSS), his
translation of Rudi 2.20 appears above, p. 13.
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either reading of Ruth 2:20 must come from a closer match, a verse
manifesting the structure TT? X 1113 (where X is the recipient of the
benediction), followed by an "IPX clause.
Such a parallel occurs in II Sam 2:5, tonn wm ittfx Ti"? onx D'ana
nrn ("Blessed to the Lord are you who have performed this kindness"),
cited by N. Glueck to support reading B.57 Although it lacks the phrase
non aw X1? im, its basic structure is identical to that of Ruth 2:20 and
it is unambiguous, since die subject of the relative clause must agree
with the verb onx and can only be "iltfX.58 Given the formulaic nature
of biblical benedictions, it is reasonable to assume that the "11PX clause
functions identically in both verses, i.e., to justify die choice of the
recipient of the benediction, Tf? X "Vila, which yields reading B in Ruth
2:20.
To evaluate this reasoning, we must further investigate the biblical
formula, TT> X -pia, followed by an epithet. Although II Sam 2:5
suggests that an epithet following this formula justifies the choice
of the recipient of the benediction, two examples indicate another
possibility, reintroducing reading A. In both Ps 115:15, TiV Dnx D'ana
•pxi D'SIP nuny ("Blessed are you to the Lord, maker of heaven and
earth"), and Gen 14:19, pxi D»aw nnp p«V» VxV onax -fro ("Blessed is
57
/feed, 41 To support reading B, one might consider adducing Ruth 3:10, n3113
pTMnrr IB pnnxn -pan raan 'na 'n^> nx ("Blessed are you to the Lord, my daughter, your
latest deed of loyalty is greater than your first"), which manifests the formula X nana
'nV, followed by a clause in which X is the subject. This verse has the advantage of
reflecting the particular style of die author of Rudi, which theoretically makes it a
strong proof-text; but since it does not include an TOK clause, II Sam 2:5 is actually a
closer match for Rudi 2:20. More importantiy, die phrase ptPXin p pinsn "pon naa'n is an
independent clause and tiierefore does not serve to modify an element in the preceding
clause, as nan 3117 xb 11PX does. On the odier hand, the epithets in Ps 115:15 and Gen
14:19 (cited below), while not actually appearing in 1G?X clauses, each do modify an
element in die preceding main clause.
58
Not surprisingly, the Septuagint supplies the causal particle, on, to clarify the
function of the relative clause, yielding: "Blessed are you to die Lord, because you have
wrought this mercy." The Septuagint thus equates II Sam 2:5 and Ruth 2:20 with I
Sam 23:21, 'V» arfran '3 -nb Dnx D^Ta ("Blessed are you to the Lord, because you have
been merciful to me"), where o n is required as a literal translation of '3. We should
note, however, that the Septuagint tends to employ this causal particle without a direct
parallel in die original Hebrew, as it does, e.g., in Rudi 3:10 (see preceding note),
yielding, "Blessed be thou of the Lord . . . for (on) thou hast made tiiy later kindness
greater."
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Abram to Most Exalted God, creator of heaven and earth"), the
main clause directs a divine benediction toward human beings, while
the epithet provides an incidental praise of God. This analysis, applied
to Ruth 2:20, implies that Naomi blesses Boaz "to the Lord" in the main
clause, and then utters an incidental praise to God in die epithet.
Yet the syntactic structure of tiiese examples would seem to preclude
this analogy, since their epidrets are in apposition to the divine name,
whereas the epithet in Ruth 2:20 is a relative clause, as in II Sam 2:5.
Although the appositive cannot be formed from a negated verb (xV
atv), the verbs 1B1P and 61"iX3 yield the appropriate appositive epithets
non 1X13 or non "i&iitf.62 Had Naomi intended to praise God, she should
have used one of these formulations, patterned after Ps 115:15 and
Gen 14:19. The fact that she employs an "HPX clause would thus seem to
support Glueck's contention that Ruth 2:20 is indeed patterned after
II Sam 2:5.
Yet even this argument is not decisive, since Naomi may have wished
specifically to employ the negative formulation ai!7 x^ "NPX, which cannot
be expressed in an appositive phrase. Perhaps she intended to reflect a
reversal in her initial belief that God had forsaken her.63 Or, perhaps,
she wished to invoke the words of Abraham's servant, i n s TfVx 711113
3' VTK •?& maxi non aw X^ im nmax. And even if the parallel in Gen
24:27 was not actually on her mind, it is conceivable that the phrase
non aw xV had, by her time, become a formulaic praise of God, which
would remain unchanged despite being used in different contexts and
syntactic constructions.

59
See Notes on the New Translation of the Torah, ed. H. M. Orlinsky (Philadelphia,
1970), 87-88, for this translation of nJlp.
60
Despite the slight variation in the divine name (]i*V» Vx) as appropriate for a
non-Israelite, tiiis should be considered an example of the formula 'n^ X "|na.
61
Botii verbs, used in die sense of "preserving" hesed (see, e g . , Ex 34:7, I Kgs 3:6,
Deut 7:9, Ps 89:29), are antonyms of 3iy. The three verbs are cleverly juxtaposed in Prov
4:6, "ram nanxn "pawm nstvn Vx ("Do not abandon her, and she will keep you; love her,
and she will preserve you")
62
Eidier would be rendered in English as "preserver of kindness."
63
See above, p. 12.
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3. A New Approach: Deliberate Ambiguity
The long history of readings A and B, supported by exegetical
intuitions and hard biblical evidence, precludes definitively favoring
one reading over the other. Yet there is still one possibility left in the
quagmire of unprovable contentions, o n e that in fact builds upon tiieir
very inconclusiveness. Instead of regarding the ambiguity as a stylistic
flaw and exegetical nuisance, we can exploit it by viewing Ruth 2:20 as
deliberately ambiguous, specifically designed to simultaneously convey
both readings.
T h e abundance of ambiguities in the Bible is self-evident; but intentional ambiguity, a sophisticated literary technique, is more difficult to
prove. T h e best argument for its existence entails (1) establishing the
cogency of two separate readings based on linguistic and contextual
factors, and (2) showing how the ambiguity contributes to its literary
context by expressing something that could not be expressed by unambiguous language. A n u m b e r of modern scholars, fulfilling these criteria
to varying degrees, have identified cases of intentional ambiguity in the
Bible, usually involving a single equivocal word. 64 Is 5:11, for example,
rebukes the indolent wealthy, saying, D^Vr p \ . . B I T "iDiy, "They chase
liquor .. . wine inflames them." This translation, based on the meaning
of pVr in hif'il attested in Ez 24:10, Itfxn J?VTI ("Kindle the fire!"), stems
naturally from the context, taking fire as a metaphor for intoxication.
But the verb is also attested in the qal form in the sense of "pursuing,"
e.g., in Lam 4:19,"QipVi D'Tirt Vl? ("In the mountains they pursued us").
And indeed, the parallel with ISTV suggests taking &j?*Vr to mean "it
pursues them," a more pointed depiction of addiction to alcohol. This
double-entendre powerfully illustrates how wine causes both pleasure
and pain; initially a source of delight, it ultimately torments those who
imbibe it incessantly. 65

fi4
See D. Yellin, "Mishne ha-hora'a," Kitvei David Yellin, ed. E. Z. Melamed (Jerusalem,
1983), 254-68; M. Paran, "Le-mishnehora'a ba-mikra," Beer Sheva 1(1973): 150-61, who
formulates rules to confirm that a given example of ambiguity is indeed intentional;
S. Paul, "Polysemous Polyvalency in Poetic Parallelism," Sha'arei Talmon: Studies in the
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Unlike the preceding example, the ambiguity in Ruth 2:20 is syntactic rather than semantic, since Naomi's words, quite clear when taken
individually, become ambiguous only when combined. Ambiguous
syntax, not u n c o m m o n in the Bible, has also been recognized as a
conscious literary technique. Potiphar's wife, for example, alleging that
Joseph attempted to rape her, tells her husband, ITPX n a s n nasn ^X xa
*a pns? ir? nxan, "The Hebrew slave whom you brought into our house
came to me to dally with m e " (Gen 39:17). This reading, adopted
by most translators, assumes that the phrase 'a prrx1? modifies the
main clause nayii iisn ^ x xa, rather than the relative clause nxan iwn
1]V immediately preceding. 6 6 T h e alternative syntactic construal, which
yields, "The Hebrew slave you brought into our house to dally with me came
to me," an outrageous accusation, appears unlikely. 67 But an earlier
verse, 133 pmb ' l a y WX 137 Xsan ("He brought us a Hebrew to dally with
us"; 39:14), said by Potiphar's wife to her servants, points specifically to
that construal. 6 8 Potiphar's wife, M. Sternberg argues, uses ambiguous
language to avoid direct confrontation with her husband, whereas her
true intent is discernible to an attentive reader. 6 9
We can now return to Ruth 2:20 and the two criteria for establishing deliberate ambiguity. It is precisely the deadlock emerging from
the exegetical tradition, which can reject neither reading A nor B,
that fulfills the first criterion. 70 What remains is to demonstrate that
66
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this ambiguity expresses something that could not be expressed by
unambiguous language.
Perhaps Naomi herself had both readings of the relative clause in
mind, her own feelings divided between praising Boaz for his kindness,
and praising God, who, as she now realizes, had never truly abandoned
her. Before hearing Boaz's name, Naomi uttered a listless praise, VP
yra ymb ("May he who took note of you be blessed"; 2:19), to die
unknown benefactor for his generosity to her Moabite daughter-in-law.
But upon learning the benefactor's identity, Naomi's gloomy outiook
instantly brightens, and she includes God's name in the m o r e ardent
benediction, TiV sin I ' m . At that m o m e n t of sudden elation and confused
excitement, Naomi continues, uttering the ambiguous phrase xV *i»x
DTinn nxi DMnn nx non ary, which reflects her inability to decide whether
to praise Boaz for his steadfast loyalty, or God for having brought Ruth
into the field of a potential redeemer.
Beyond conveying die complexity of Naomi's emotions, this reading
carries a theological significance essential to the book of Ruth, which
reflects a synergic relationship between h u m a n and divine kindness, as
noted in the Midrash.
,rran inx rtow m nnttw 'Ojm rft© nx nnc?» nvn ,iVtz? nx rwv una naw nw^x n
.""V© m mm1? '^»»
Rabbi Eli'ezer says: Boaz did his part, Ruth did her part, and Naomi did
her part; whereupon the Holy One, blessed be He, said, "It is incumbent
upon me to do my part." 71
Throughout the story, Ruth, Boaz, and Naomi all manifest genuine
kindness toward one another, but God is credited as the ultimate
bestower of hesed. As E. Campbell writes:
Boaz describes God as the one under whose wings Ruth has come to
seek refuge (2:11) but it is the wing of Boaz under which Rum finds the
resolution of her needs and the needs of her mother-in-law (3:9). . . .
Naomi invokes the Lord as the one to grant the girls to find security
(1:9), but it is she who plans the way to gain security for Rum (3:1). It is
the Lord who is implored to do hesed with die two girls (1:8). . . but it is
71
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first t h e t w o girls, a n d t h e n R u t h e v e n m o r e so, w h o carry o u t t h a t hesed

(l:8and3:10). 7 2
Underlying the words of Naomi and Boaz is the belief that people
performing kindness strive for the ideal of imitateo dei, and are thus
agents of G o d Himself. 73 Moreover, they recognize diat it is God's
providence that makes h u m a n efforts of hesed successful, even possible.
This theological orientation is expressed in Naomi's words, X1? liyx
D'nan nxi tr-nn nx n o n ars, which, by virtue of their very ambiguity,
simultaneously reflect b o d i h u m a n a n d divine kindness. In precisely
the type of "combined effort" that typifies the entire story of Ruth,
Naomi, in this pivotal verse, acknowledges both Boaz for his hesed and
God for providing the context in which it could be performed.
Another, m o r e nuanced reading, which takes fuller advantage of the
ambiguity in Naomi's words, arises in light of recent studies of biblical
narrative that draw u p o n contemporary literary theory. 74 These studies
address the ubiquitous role of dramatic irony in biblical narrative, i.e.,
the typical disparity between the perspectives of the reader and the
characters created by cues revealed to the former but hidden from the
latter. Within the book of Ruth itself, noted in modern scholarship
for its subtle literary artistry, M. Bernstein identifies two cases in
which ambiguous language creates dramatic tension and irony. 75 In
light of this pattern, it is conceivable diat die ambiguity in Ruth 2:20
was designed to p r o d u c e dramatic irony. Naomi herself, directing a
benediction toward Boaz in the main clause, thinks only of reading
B; but the reader, who will recognize the parallel to Gen 24:27, must
consider reading A as well. This underscores the fact that Naomi,
72
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directing her praise toward the h u m a n agent, overlooks the divine will
that has been orchestrating events behind the scenes.
The role of this dramatic irony in Ruth is illuminated by analysis
of the parallel in Gen 24:27. T h e narrative of Abraham's servant
meeting Rebekah manifests dramatic irony of its own, as observed by
M. Sternberg. 7 6 Arriving in Mesopotamia at a time when the "women
came out to draw water" (v. 11), the servant devises a plan to identify the
proper wife for Isaac and prays for divine assistance, "Grant me good
fortune (""IB1? X3 mpn) this day, and act kindly with my master Abraham"
(v. 12). The servant's language, •'as? X3 mpn, literally "arrange a chance
occurrence for me," underscores the fact that, as chance would have
it, Rebekah is the very first girl he encounters. "Before he had finished
speaking," the narrator tells us, "Rebekah came o u t . . . with her pitcher
upon her shoulder" (v. 15). At this point, though, her identity is known
only to the reader; the servant has yet to discover diat the answer to his
prayers is (literally) standing before him. The reader now witnesses what
Sternberg calls die servant's "progressive discovery of God's benevolent
control," the dramatic force that motivates the subsequent exchange
between the servant and Rebekah. And indeed, upon discovering
Rebekah's identity, the servant articulates his realization of God's
providence, "Blessed is the Lord, God of my master Abraham, who has
not withdrawn his true kindness from my master."
An echo of the servant's initial prayer reverberates in the story of
Ruth's encounter with Boaz, which she, not knowing who he is, could
only regard as an insignificant coincidence. The reader is initially told
that Boaz is Naomi's kinsman (2:1), and views this "coincidence" as
divine providence, which will ultimately lead to the redemption of
Naomi and Ruth. 7 7 But in order to capture the dramatic tension of
the scene, the narrator switches to Ruth's perspective and tells us how
she comes to a field, which, "as chance would have it (mpn Ip'l), [was]
the field of Boaz" (2:2). Even upon Ruth's return h o m e to Naomi
after having spoken with Boaz, the reader's perspective has yet to be
discovered by die characters in the story, each of whom sees only one
piece of the puzzle. Ruth knows that she met Boaz, Naomi that he is
a potential redeemer; but each is ignorant of the detail known by the
76
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other. T h e limited points of view converge, and the puzzle yields its
picture when Ruth mentions Boaz's name to Naomi, which prompts
her to exclaim, lion an? xV 11PX '7h xin fna, an echo of the servant's
praise of God.
T h e reader will recognize the double parallel between the phrases
mpa ip'i and non aw x? TOR in Ruth 2 and die servant's ^D? xs mpn and
non ats? xV TOX in Genesis 24. 7 8 Like Abraham's servant, Naomi now
has the information necessary to recognize the "chance" encounter as
divine providence. But does she draw diis conclusion? T h e words 1^\
mpa were obviously unavailable to her; and she did not necessarily
know (or think about) the words of Abraham's servant, TOX. . /n fna
non aty xV. T h e syntactic ambiguity of Naomi's benediction makes the
reader wonder whether she recognizes the import of her own words.
In other words, did she recognize reading A as a valid interpretation?
In Genesis 24, the servant's benediction resolves the suspense;
but Naomi's heightens the tension, motivating the reader to wonder
when God's h a n d will finally be recognized. Alas, the reader must
await an unambiguous signal that "the progressive discovery of God's
benevolent control" in the book of Ruth is complete. This occurs only
at the conclusion of the story:
VN D'wan nnaxm ,p T?m pnn 'n nV jmi rr^x xa-n HIPXV r> Tim nn nx una np,i
.ovn Vxia -p tnwn n.? ivm TT -nia >»sa.
And Boaz took Ruth; and she became his wife; and he cohabited with
her, and the Lord let her conceive (lit. "gave her conception"), and she
bore a son. And the women said to Naomi: "Blessed is the Lord, who has
n o t w i t h h e l d a r e d e e m e r f r o m y o u today." ( 4 : 1 3 - 1 4 )

T h e unusual language "and the Lord let her conceive" 79 indicates that
God's providence has, by now, become apparent to all, and inspires
the women's benediction directed exclusively toward Him. Returning
to Ruth 2:20, we can imagine Naomi's initial benediction, 'nV Xin "|1*13
. . .x^ liyx, as a ray of light that, when refracted through the lens of
unmistakable divine intervention, yields the formula .. .X^ ittfX 'n "|na.
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The usual formulation is "she conceived and bore a son" (p T?m inm).
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The Bethlehemite women's benediction is a derivative of reading A on
Rudi 2:20, which at that time may have been little m o r e than a faint
possibility in Naomi's mind.
The exegetical tradition, culminating in modern scholarship, produced two viable readings of Ruth 2:20, but could interpret this verse
no further. Literary criticism, which introduces the technique of intentional ambiguity, provides an environment in which readings A
and B can coexist. T h e concept of dramatic irony furdier contributes
a vocabulary for defining precisely how the two readings interact,
forming a motivating force within the drama of Ruth, essential to its
religious meaning.

